
Choice 1996 

Outstanding 

Academic Book 

Aldo and Jeanne 
Scaglione Prize for 

French and 

Francophone Studies 

now in paper 

New Novel, 
NewWave, 
New Politics 
Fiction and the 
Representation of 
History in 
Postwar France 
LYNN A. HIGGINS 

"An important book... 

No comparable study 

exists."—Choice 
$ 15 paper/$45 cloth

The Derrida 
Reader
Writing 
Performances 
EDITED BY 
JULIAN WOLFREYS 

"Julian Wolfreys presents 

here the most dazzling 

views yet of Derrida as 

'radical rhetorician,'... 

[and] his introductions 
happily avoid providing 

linear paths to 

understanding and make 

available, 

instead, 

multiple 
routes leading 
to brain 

tingles and 

delight.”—

James R.

Kincaid, 
author of 
Annoying the 

Victorians 
$25 paper/
$65 cloth

now in paper

Finitude’s
Score
Essays for the 
End of the Millennium 
AVITAL RONELL 

‘Ronell is one of the few 

critical theorists of talent 

who can write her way 
out of the hermeticism 
typically associated with 

the deconstructionism 

of Derrida, Blanchot, 

Nancy, or Lacoue- 

Labarthe.... [She is] 

the reigning queen of 
termino-millenarianism.” 

—Poetics Today 

$ 18 paper

now in paper

A Beowulf 
Handbook
EDITED BY 
ROBERT E. BJORK 

AND JOHN D. NILES 

"This work fills a need 

long felt by students of 

Beowulf.... [It] gives a 

real sense of the 

excitement and variety 
of Beowulf studies.... An 

accessible guide."— 

Envoi
$25 paper

“brain tingles ”
Chance, Love, 
and Logic
Philosophical Essays 
CHARLES SANDERS 
PEIRCE

Edited and introduced 

by Morris R. Cohen 

With an essay by 

John Dewey 

Bison Books 
introduction by 

Kenneth Laine Ketner 
'One of the most original 

thinkers and system 

builders of anytime, and 

certainly the greatest 

philosopher the United 

States has ever seen."

—Joseph Brent, 

author of Charles 

Sanders Peirce:A Life 

$ 15 paper

The Genteel 
Tradition
Nine Essays 
GEORGE 
SANTAYANA 

Edited with an 
introduction by 

Douglas L.Wilson 

Introduction by 
Robert Dawidoff 

"Santayana portrays 
aspects of American 

character with an 

astonishing vividness and 

pungency which has 
often been imitated but 

not equalled by later 

writers.''—[London] 

Times Literary 

Supplement 
$ 14 paper

CHANCE
LOVE, AND 

LOGIC
Philosophical

Essays

ESSAYS FOR 
THE END OF THE 

MILLENNIUM

Edited and introduce d 
bv Morris R.Cohen 

with an c-ssay by John CXwey 

Bison Bixiksintroduciitin by
KennvffiWtne Keuwr

FINITUDE S SCORE

■*** - - % >
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Now Even More Options for Reading,Thinking, 
----------and Writing About Literature —

4*%
The  Bedford  

Introduction  to  “ADINC
Litekatuke  IZ THE BEDFORD INTRODUCTION

TO LITERATURE
Reading • Thinking • Writing
Fifth Edition
Michael Meyer, University of Connecticut
August  1 998/cloth /2200 page $/$37 net

The Bedford Introduction to Literature is the most comprehen-
sive 3-genre literature anthology available. With its rich array 
of selections and its many innovative editorial features, this 
highly successful text provides more options than ever before 
to help students read, think, and write about literature.

■ Stories, poems, and plays that students will read and remember are at the heart of a text that 
compels students to think critically and write about literature. The features that have made this 
book a best-seller are all here — integrated coverage of writing about literature, authors covered 
in depth, sensible discussion of literary theory, and an extensive, spiral-bound Instructor's Manual.

■ In addition to 21 new stories, 100 new poems, and 4 new plays, the fifth edition includes over 
40 photos; new popular-culture examples; new Cultural Case Studies that invite students to 
practice cultural criticism; and a completely revised chapter, Writing about Fiction, that includes 
a model of every stage of a student's paper in progress.

“The Bedford Introduction to Literature has it all: all the classics one expects, many literary gems 
one does not expect, and the most extensive collection of analysis I've seen in such a text. This is 
an excellent choice for prompting critical thinking. In an era of increasingly specialized texts, it 
is good to find one such as this, which specializes in everything.”

— Michael O'Gorman, Waubansee Community College

Extensive Ancillary Package Includes:
• Instructor's Manual (spiral-bound)

• CD or audiocassette featuring readings by 
celebrated authors or actors of selections from 
The Bedford Introduction to Literature

• CD-ROM on the life and work of Robert Frost

• Bedford Links to Resources in Literature at 
www.bedfordstmartins.com

• Videos of plays and stories featured in 
The Bedford Introduction to Literature

• Any title in the Bedford Case Studies in 
Contemporary Criticism, Bedford Cultural 
Editions, or Bedford Shakespeare Series is 
available shrink-wrapped with The Bedford 
Introduction to Literature, Fifth Edition, at a 
special price

BEDFORD/ST. MARTIN'S
1-800-446-8923 • www.bedfordstmartins.com
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